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The Death of a Salesman (play 1949).  Tragedy.  Salesman dies of suicide. 
 
The OLD way of sales is professional suicidal.  2 of 3 agents fail in first year.  3 of 4 agents fail in 
second year.  4 of 5 agents fail in third year.  Only 20% remain after 3 years. Matches small business 
failure rate. 
 
The salesman does not need to die … the old sales PROCESS needs to die. 
 
When we feel chased/pursued, we’ll Fight or Flight (same for prospects who feel chased) (only 3% 
fight). 
 
Chase Cycle:  Chase prospects.  Find one.  Fight, flight, or submit.  Zero referrals.  Chase again.  
Constant battle.  Also known as the Cycle of Discontent.   
 
Referral Cycle (or Attract Cycle).  3 steps:  referral, truth, wow. 
 
Tell the truth at the beginning.  Give worst case scenario when explaining process (i.e. Inspection 
example).  Re-set client expectations.  Tell truth.  Under promise.  Over deliver.  Then have “wow” 
client who … referrals family and friends. 
 
Success Formula:  little happy + little happy + little happy = BIG happy. 
 
Referral Cycle is the front wheel of a bicycle (steer your career).  Generosity Cycle is the back wheel. 
 
Generosity Cycle:  generosity, reciprocity, referrals, profitability, prosperity.  Then back to 
generosity. 
 
Pro-active generosity. “Professionally Attractive”.  Surprising.  Ahead of game.  Give referrals first.  
Help someone achieve a goal.  Put more goodness in their bucket. 
 
Give to receive = reciprocity.  Give referrals (help others), then they will give you referrals back. 
 
Become an “Appreciative Receiver”.  Giver gets replenished.  Welcome with open arms.  Have 
system to handle referrals.  
 
Train others that the finest way to “thank us” is to give referrals.  How can I help you?  Referrals. 
 
Michaels’ weekly referral goal:  give 10 referrals, receive 5 referrals. 
 
Being more interesting to others … starts with being more interested in them. 


